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This week’s riddler is about skiing down a nice slope:
Question 1. Congratulations, you’ve made it to the finals of the Riddler Ski Federation’s winter
championship! There’s just one opponent left to beat, and then the gold medal will be yours.
Each of you will complete two runs down the mountain, and the times of your runs will be added
together. Whoever skis in the least overall time is the winner. Also, this being the Riddler Ski
Federation, you have been presented detailed data on both you and your opponent. You are evenly
matched, and both have the same normal probability distribution of finishing times for each run1 .
And for both of you, your time on the first run is completely independent of your time on the second
run.
For the first runs, your opponent goes first. Then, it’s your turn. As you cross the finish line, your
coach excitedly signals to you that you were faster than your opponent. Without knowing either
exact time, what’s the probability that you will still be ahead after the second run and earn your
gold medal?
You can do a bunch of integrals if you want. But that sounds unfun, and there is a much more
conceptual way to solve this: since you’ve won the first split, if you also win the second split you
win no matter what; the probability that this happens is a smooth 12 , as any pair of times where
you win a split is just as likely as the opposite pair of times where you lose the split. The other half
of the time, you lose the second split and so now you need to figure out the probability you win
given that you win one split and lose the other. But that is also a smooth 12 , as any pair of margins
where you win overall is just as likely as the opposite pair of margins where you lose overall. Thus,
the probability that you win overall given that you won the first split is 34 .
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no explanation is given as to how to attain negative times
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